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THE SECRET IS OUT;

we’re proud to
introduce you to O2, our monthly booklet about whats
happening at Sound and in LA right now and you’re
already a part of it. The exploding art scene, new music
festivals, and culture boom make this an amazing time
in an amazing place. And thanks to you lovely people,
making our club what it is, SOUND has been nominated
for Best Club of the Year by the new EMAF Awards (airing
on Fox April 23rd).
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LOCO DICE / DOC MARTIN

4

DAMIAN LAZARUS

5

JEREMY OLANDER

7

SKREAM

11 MK
KOBI DANAN’S 35TH

This year has already been so big; we had to
literally push the boundaries of own dancefloor to make
more room to dance, just in time for March’s onslaught
of wish list house and techno.

12 EDX / NORA EN PURE
CROATIA SQUAD

Of special note is our CRSSD FEST weekend
with LOCO DICE, DOC MARTIN, DAMIAN LAZARUS,
JEREMY OLANDER, and SKREAM; we consider it a
pleasure and privilege to include them all in our family of
artists. Looking forward to a great month, and this year’s
still just getting started.

19 CUT SNAKE

See you on the dancefloor!

14 RICHIE HAWTIN
EAN GOLDEN
18 H.O.S.H.
21 MATTHIAS TANZMANN
24

DEEP HOUSE YOGA
NIGHT BASS

25 JONAS RATHSMAN
26 KIDNAP KID
28 LA VIBE
30 BUYGORE PRESENTS:
DOTCOM
31 SUBSTANCE

3/3 Thursday

Loco Dice

Germany’s Loco Dice
wowed last year with his
album Underground Sound
Suicide. He’s taken his hiphop skills and sensibility
and expertly applied it to
techno and house that
locks you in a groove.

3/4 Friday

Damian Lazarus
Crosstown Rebel’s own UK
import Damian Lazarus is a
seminal tastemaker in the
underground house and
techno scene. Fresh off
a set at EDC Mexico,
he’ll bring his Altered
State 2016 tour to LA.

2.5.16 SASHA

3/5 Saturday

Jeremy Olander
Though he may have been
born in Virginia, Jeremy
Olander has Sweden in
his blood after growing
up in a country known
for pumping out talent.
Bringing true progressive
house to the decks, the
Pryda Recordings talent
has also graced Spinnin’
Deep, Toolroom and more.

3/7 Monday

Skream

English
DJ/producer
Skream is a master of
many genres. With origins
in dubstep and drum ‘n’
bass, he’s now delved
into house and techno for
a varied journey through
electronic sounds.

LA Has its Finger
on the Pulse of
Real Electronic Music

Fortunately, it appears the EDM
bubble has burst and fans are
educating themselves on the
deeper, more complex sounds.
While the EDM capital of Las Vegas
is still booking the exact same
superstar DJs who play the same
sets every weekend, Los Angeles
has its finger on the pulse of legit
electronic music that takes you
on a true journey. Many from Sin
City now make the pilgrimage to
LA to hear something different,
something honest. And if you’re
already in LA, the weekends afford
multiple options and a variety

industry perspective
by Deanna Rilling
Clubbing in 2016 is shaping up nicely
as one that focuses less on gimmicks
and status, more on getting back to the
heart and soul of the SOUND. The earliest
days of house and techno in Chicago and
Detroit were about bringing people from
a myriad of backgrounds together for
one common groove. It’s a groove and
vibe bubbling back up to the surface and
taking precedent over flashing lasers and
theatrics.
With the EDM explosion over the past few
years, hoards of new fans discovered a
version of electronic music. But for those
already in the know, one could decipher
quantity over quality and cheesy, cookiecutter productions prevailed. Any kid with
a laptop and the right marketing could be
the next superstar DJ, even if they’d never
touched the decks before. Other, more
seasoned DJs sold-out and morphed
their sound to be more commercially
viable and to nab those multi-million
dollar contracts in Las Vegas. Banging
out hits and a slew of quick builds and
drops became the norm and it was all
about chasing those “hands in the air”
moments. The decades of true house
and techno were relegated to side rooms
and smaller stages where hopefully
the newcomers might break away for a
moment and discover something deeper.

“Many from Sin City now make the
pilgrimage to LA to hear something
different, something honest.”
of genres depending on your
preferred persuasion.
At Sound Nightclub, the lineups
aim to bring the best in house
and techno. From legends like
Richie Hawtin, Damian Lazarus,
MK and Skream, to the masterful
Loco Dice and newcomers Jonas
Rathsman and Kidnap Kid,
everything from progressive to
tech takes hold. Return to the
roots of the scene where the
music takes center stage and
the DJ spends more time behind
the booth crafting a set than
standing on top of it dousing the
crowd in champagne and cake.

3/11 Friday

MK

Mark Kinchen offers up
a taste of that legendary
Detroit house music as he
remixes the best in the biz
such as Sia, Nile Rodgers,
Lana Del Rey, Jamie Jones,
Bakermat and more Expect
a taste of those skills for a
Friday night danceathon.
Kobi Danan’s Birthday

3/12 Saturday

EDX, Nora En
Pure, Croatia
Squad
Italy’s Maurizio Colella,
better know as EDX, will
work the dancefloor into
a frenzy with his brand of
pvrogressive and electro
house. Also on the docket
is South Africa native
Nora En Pure with indie
dance and deep house,
plus Switzerland’s deep
house DJ/producer Croatia
Squad for a global evening.

featured artist

KIDNAP KID
Following up his many
successful releases
on
London
label
Black Butter Records,
Kidnap Kid is ready to
stretch his own wings.
This year, he launches
his new label Birds
That Fly with a track
of the same name, an
emotionally
ranged
piece that seems
almost muted while
sparkling with bright
reflective tones.

He explains: “After releasing on a number of great labels over the past
few years, I’m excited to have one to call my own. Birds that Fly was
born of the need for a home that felt in harmony with my musical
aesthetic. I’m looking forward to releasing the music I love over the
years to come.”
We wanted to ask a few questions to learn more about him.
What’s playing in your headphones right now?
Tame Impala.
What do you like on your pizza?
I had a spinach and egg pizza today. It was delicious.
If you could pick one television show that would put out episodes forever,
what would it be?
Arrested Development.
We look forward to his performance at Sound on Saturday, March 26th!

3/14 Monday

Richie Hawtin
If you don’t know Richie
Hawtin, you don’t know
techno. If you want to
watch a master at work,
get to the Minus label
boss’ set for a proper
education of the sound in
its truest form.

3/18 Friday

H.O.S.H.

German-born Holger Behn is
the quintessential journeymaker, so strap in for a long
one and wear your comfiest
dancing shoes. He’ll be
cooking up a recipe of fresh
house goodness from the
Diynamic musical collective.

3/19 Saturday

Cut Snake

2.13.16 DARIUS / YUKSEK

Paul Fisher and Leigh
Sedley, aka Sedz and
Fish, are surfing Aussie
imports who shared a love
of house music as much
as the sea. Their arsenal
melds groovy deep house
with tech house with their
own take on the traditional.

3/21 Monday

Matthias
Tanzmann
German DJ/producer/label
boss Matthias Tanzmann is
the very definition of deep
and tech house. With his
own Moon Harbour, plus
esteemed
compilations
for Fabric and Circo Loco,
infectious basslines and
subtle melodies will lock
you in for hours.

3.24 Thursday 7pm

Deep House
Yoga

“We want the music to
compliment and enhance
the spiritual practice of
yoga, not take away from
it. ... I wanted something
to take me deeper. Deep
House does that.”
-Alissa Jo
Instructed by Charlotte
Munn of Core Power Yoga

STEVE
LEIBERMAN
industry spotlight
For those in the nightlife
industry, there’s one name
synonymous with the best
lighting in the biz: Steve
Lieberman. With his company
SJ Lighting, they’ve wowed
crowds from the hottest
nightclubs
coast-to-coast,
plus all the major festivals,
including the crème de la
crème Electric Daisy Carnival.
Lieberman is a visual maestro,
tuning in to the electronic
music culture to reflect a
variety of looks that capture
the uniqueness of each genre
and vibe. Lieberman brought
his 15+ years of experience
to create the perfect lighting
environment at Sound, among
many other notable venues,
festivals, and beyond.

3.24 Thursday 10pm

Night Bass

2.14.16 MARQUES WYATT
EDUARDO CASTILLO

Within months of launching
at Sound, Night Bass was
named “most exciting new
U.S. dance party by BPM,
and Thump declares the
label’s first release “the
Bible of Bassline.”
Curated by A.C. Slater, Night
Bass is Los Angeles host to
some of the hottest acts in
bass music, garage, 2 step
and bassline.

3/25
Jonas Rathsman
Catching the ear of French
Express in 2011, Swedish
producer Jonas Rathsman
has earned fans the likes
of Pete Tong, who named
his as the “Future Star”
for 2014. Disclosure even
tapped Rathsman for the
first single on their new
Method White extension
with “Wolfsbane.”

2.15.16 DUBFIRE

3/26
Kidnap Kid
Matt Relton, better known as
Kidnap Kid, hails from England. He
crossed the pond with his track
“Vehl,” which was named iTunes
US’s “Best Electronic Song of
2012.”

3.29
LA VIBE SPECIAL GUEST TBA
La Vibe is the new Monday
weekly at Sound. It began in
January 2016 with artists like
Nicole Moudaber, Dubfire, and
Cajmere, and is host to a trendy
crowd who has a good ear for
deep house & techno to kick off
each week.

3.30
DOTCOM
Buygore presents a new monthly
series at Sound, “Hella Lit
Wednesdays” which kicks off at
the end of March with Dotcom,
a dubstep DJ & producer from
Philadelphia with a breakout
signature style and heavy hitting
remixes.

FOX APRIL 23RD 8PM

EMAFs will feature red carpet coverage, awards presentations,
interviews and live performances from electronic music’s biggest artists.
For more information visit www.emafawards.com

2.20.16 FELIX DA HOUSECAT
www.facebook.com/EMAFawards
@emafawards
www.twitter.com/EMAFawards
@emafawards
www.instagram.com/emafawards
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